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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $8.00 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi
without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in the
lobby. Also, if you know which restaurant you
want to go, do not let the driver change your
mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port that can only be boarded there. They
have pre-fixed rates per passenger. City
cabs are yellow or white, and charge by the
ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go
downtown, remember that your fare covers
the ENTIRE central area, so make sure you
are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the
past year or so. Download their app in your
smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on

Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered by
the local tour agencies. Before boarding, make
sure you have a map and take note of the places
you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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The new Viva Aerobus flight arrived at the Lic. Gustavo Díaz
Ordaz airport on Saturday, July 14, benefitting tourism to the
Puerto Vallarta-Riviera Nayarit area and ratifying its service with
two frequencies per week on Tuesdays and Saturdays; in October
the flights will operate on Thursdays and Sundays.
The new route originally began operating during the most recent
Holy Week vacation period and, according to airline executives,
thanks to high demand will continue through the second semester
of 2018 and the first semester of 2019.
The Riviera Nayarit Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) and
the Puerto Vallarta Tourism Trust (Fidetur) warmly received all
160 passengers and crew when they arrived on the inaugural flight.
As the first group of travelers arrived, they were welcomed by Los
polvitos de Jalisco mariachi band, which quickly whipped up a
very Mexican ambiance with classic songs from their traditional
repertoire while the visitors were invited to refresh themselves
with a cocktail specially prepared for the occasion by Israel Díaz,
the Riviera Nayarit’s Mixology Ambassador.
Following this lively welcome and the traditional “spraying”
of the airplane on the landing strip, executives from the Riviera
Nayarit CVB, Puerto Vallarta’s Fidetur, and Viva Aerobus
gathered to cut the inaugural ribbon and declare the new route
formally open.
Rubén López, director of route planning for Viva Aerobus,
commented this new route makes the city of Puebla feel closer
as tourists will no longer have to stop in Mexico City on their
way to Puerto Vallarta-Riviera Nayarit. He also indicated the safe
ambiance of the destination was a prime factor in the decision to
continue the route for an additional two seasons, so expectations
are high.
Marc Murphy, managing director of the Riviera Nayarit
Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) and the Bahía de
Banderas Hotel and Motel Association (AHMBB), added:

“We once again welcome Viva Aerobus to the Puerto VallartaRiviera Nayarit region. With the launch of this route we’re
bringing in a new tourism segment to the destination as well as
strengthening air connectivity. There’s no doubt this will intensify
the flow of passengers visiting from the heart of the country,
helping to diversify our actual markets.”
The details
Viva Aerobus offers connections in the interior of Mexico with
new, state-of-the-art planes with 186 seats and the best rates.
Departures from Puebla de Zaragoza begin on Saturday at 9:20
a.m. with arrival at the Lic. Gustavo Díaz, Ordaz international
airport in Puerto Vallarta at 10:50 a.m.; on Tuesdays the flight
departs at 5 p.m., arriving at 6:30 p.m. In October frequencies will
move to Thursdays and Sunday.
The airline offers several categories for the traveler, including
the basic Viva Light for $1,016 pesos; Viva Básico, which
includes 15 kg of luggage for $1,156 pesos; and the all-inclusive
Viva Smart for $1,375 pesos.
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Cheryl’s Shoebox 3rd Annual
Summer Bash, August 5

Started by Cheryl Schrean in 2011, Cheryl’s Shoebox continues
to carry on her mission of increasing the quality of education in
disadvantaged schools in Puerto Vallarta and the greater Banderas
Bay region by providing not only school shoes, but also educational
supplies and support for local educators.
To raise funds for school shoes and supplies for local primary
and secondary students and support local after-school programs in
Colonias Progresso, Lomas de Enmedio and El Satrillo, Cheryl’s
Shoebox is hosting their 3rd Annual Summer Bash from 2 to 8 p.m. on
August 5th, 2018, at Babel Bar on Isla Rio Cuale.
Come enjoy a fun-filled afternoon with live music by The Jamaican
Brothers and, returning for their third year, The Zippers! In addition
to incredible live music, you’ll be entertained by picnic style games
with your favorite restaurants, bars and shops competing for the title
of Cheryl’s Shoebox Summer Bash Champions!
Individuals and Businesses are invited to enter a team of 4 to
compete for the Cheryl’s Shoebox 1st Place Traveling Trophy, which
was taken home by the winners of the 2017 Cheryl’s Shoebox Summer
Bash Team Challenge, Nacho Daddy. If you’d like to sponsor a
team, click HERE to download the team sponsorship form.
Join us for a great afternoon of games, music and more - for a good
cause! Entry to the event is $200. pesos, and Babel Bar will have
delicious drinks and fabulous food available for purchase. Tickets are
available at the door or from Cheryl’s Shoebox Team Members. For
the latest information and updates, visit the Facebook event page.
If you are unable to attend, but still want to participate, you
can make an online donation via Paypal at CherylsShoebox.
org. You can also make a tax-deductible (USA only) donation
through casajojofoundation.org, a 501(c)3 non-profit organization.
If you are being generous via the Casa JoJo foundation, please specify
in the memo line that the donation is for Cheryl’s Shoebox.
The purpose of Cheryl’s Shoebox is to increase the quality of
education in disadvantaged schools throughout the Banderas Bay
region by providing shoes, school shoes and school materials to
students as well as educational supplies to teachers. Click HERE to
learn more about Cheryl’s Shoebox and how you can be part of this
important effort.
BabelBar is located at 437 Aquiles Serdán on the Isla Rio Cuale,
near the Cultural Center.
(Source: Marie Callan - BanderasNews.com)
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PrEP program begins in Mexico
Ed Walsh

www.ebar.com

Mexico took a major step aimed
at HIV prevention in late June. The
country inaugurated a PrEP program in
four cities that would make daily dosing
of the HIV drug Truvada available free
to as many as 3,000 people.
Mexico has a lower overall HIV rate
than the U.S. but that statistic is not
reflected in the gay male population
of the country. The HIV rate is higher
among gay men in Mexico than it
is in the U.S., according to United
Nations data. The PrEP program is
targeted toward people at highest risk
for contracting HIV in the country,
including gay men and transgender
women. “This is a big thing in
Mexico. We are a pilot program
for Latin America for this project,”
said Paco Arjona, who oversees the
PrEP program in Puerto Vallarta as
director of the LGBT-focused SETAC
community center.
The program is funded by the
United Nations International Drug
Purchase Facility (Unitaid). The U.N.
agency has been allotted a grant of
more than $26 million to spend on
the pilot project that includes Brazil
and Peru. It is slated to continue
through 2020. Bay Area-based Gilead
Sciences is donating the drug. A total
of 7,500 people will be enrolled in
the project over the three countries. It
is expected to save those countries a

total of $20 million in HIV treatment
costs, according to the Pan American
Health Organization.
Arjona told the Bay Area Reporter
that the effort to bring the PrEP
program to Mexico took a year and
a half, hampered by slow-moving
Mexican government bureaucracies.
The program began last week with
client intake interviews and the PrEP
sites hope to soon receive the drug.
In response to an email query from
the B.A.R., Unitaid representative
Heather Leigh responded that the
drugs are to arrive at the PrEP sites
“in the next week or so.” Although the
program is scheduled to run through
2020, if shown successful, HIV health
advocates hope it will continue.
The principal investigator of the
PrEP project in Mexico, Hamid Vega,
told the Mexican newspaper Reporte
Indigo that given Mexico’s limited
resources, he hopes PrEP could be
made available to the highest risk
groups in the country beyond 2020.
“We hope that there is already a
public discussion, a strong decision
on how to do it to be able to make this
preventive measure feasible for all
those who want it and are at risk of
acquiring HIV,” he said.
HIV treatment is free to Mexican
residents. The Mexican government
likely will weigh the cost of lifelong
HIV treatment against the cost of
funding PrEP.

Sites
In addition to Puerto Vallarta, four
PrEP sites will be in Mexico City,
two administered by government
clinics and two by non-governmental
nonprofits, Arjona said. Mexico’s
second largest city, Guadalajara, is
also participating in the program. The
Yucatan Peninsula city of Merida was
recently added as the fourth city to
participate in the program. Oaxaca
was supposed to get PrEP but the
earthquake in February destroyed the
facility that was going to administer
the program.
Arjona estimates that SETAC will
serve 300 clients in its PrEP program
in Puerto Vallarta. His nonprofit will
employ a full-time doctor. After
initial HIV and sexually transmitted
disease tests, clients will be given a
one-month supply of Truvada, which
requires daily dosing. After the first
month, clients will be re-tested and
then put on a three-month schedule
and receive a three-month supply of
Truvada.
So far, 110 people have signed up
to get PrEP in Puerto Vallarta, Arjona
said. He added that about 80 percent
of those who signed up for PrEP are
Mexican, the rest are from the U.S.
and Canada, as well as migrants from
Venezuela and Columbia.
Arjona added that one of the unique
things about Puerto Vallarta is the
large number of residents and visitors
in the city who are familiar with PrEP
programs in the United States.
“The main thing here in Puerto
Vallarta is that people already know
about PrEP,” he said. “They have
more information about PrEP than the
other locations.”
Arjona added that his office has
seen many serodiscordant couples
and that, more often than not, it is
an HIV-positive American involved
with an HIV-negative Mexican. In
those cases it is especially important
that the HIV-positive partner remain
adherent to their treatment, he
said. Studies have shown that it is
virtually impossible for an HIV-

positive person on treatment with an
undetectable viral load to pass the
disease to an HIV-negative person. It
is recommended that all HIV-positive
people start medication soon after
being diagnosed. HIV medication
brings a person to undetectable levels
within three months, or within weeks
if an Integrase inhibitor drug is used.
Arjona said that there is a concern
that PrEP could lead to an increase
in STDs. PrEP participants will
receive counseling, STD testing, and
condoms as part of the free program.
The director added that syphilis is a
serious problem in Puerto Vallarta,
and that SETAC treats about 30
people each month for that STD.
According to a 2016 Mexican
government health report, 220,000
people are living with HIV in the
country. That represents about .2
percent of the Mexican population,
less per capita overall than in the U.S.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 1,122,900
adults and adolescents are living
with the disease in the United States.
That is about .4 percent of the U.S.
population.
But gay men in Mexico are more
likely to be HIV-positive than gay
men in the United States, according to
UNAIDS. The United Nations agency
estimates that 17.3 percent of gay men
are HIV-positive in Mexico versus
14.5 percent in the U.S.
For more information on Puerto
Vallarta’s PrEP program, call SETAC
Community Center director Paco
Arjona at 224-1974, or visit the
SETAC center at 178 Aldanaca, #4-A,
in Colonia Versalles.
For a video tour of the SETAC
PrEP facility in Puerto Vallarta
with director Paco Arjona, visit
h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=pdw1YDPicGo&t=18s.
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AMLO’s austerity plan includes 50% pay cut for lawmakers,
slashing bureaucracy
President-elect Andrés Manuel
López Obrador has begun outlining
a strict austerity plan that Mexico’s
next government intends to
implement when it takes office later
this year.
Slashing the upper levels of
government bureaucracy by 50%,
eliminating undersecretaries as well
as state branches of federal offices
and some parliamentary committees,
reducing politicians’ salaries and
cutting a range of other government
expenses are all on the incoming
administration’s agenda.
After meeting yesterday with a
group of lawmakers from the three
parties that make up the coalition
that swept him to a landslide victory
on July 1, López Obrador told a press
conference that the next Congress
will propose a 50% reduction to the
wages paid to federal deputies and
senators. If approved, members of
the lower house in the next Congress
will earn a gross monthly salary of
37,336 pesos (US $1,983) while
senators will be paid 58,700 pesos
(US $3,120).
López Obrador also said that
the gross salary he will receive as
president will be halved from its
current monthly level of 209,135
pesos (US $11,090) and that perks
and benefits for all politicians —
such as health insurance covering
major medical expenses — will be
eliminated. The president-elect said
that pensions for former presidents
are also on the chopping block
because having worked in the public
service they are already entitled to
ISSTE state workers’ pensions.
In addition, if they are over 65,
they can claim old-age pensions,
which López Obrador has said he
will double.
The political veteran, who made
stamping out corruption central to
his bid for the presidency, said that
whether the Morena party he leads
decides to accept the 1.5 billion
pesos (US $80 million) it will be

entitled to next year due to the high
percentage of votes it won on July 1
will be subject to analysis.
López Obrador also presented a
plan to the lawmakers elected under
his Together We Will Make History
coalition entitled Considerations for
deputies and senators.
The president-elect said that
he and his team believe that the
changes proposed in the plan “will
be sufficient to fulfill [the
government’s] commitments and to
carry out the . . . transformation of
the country.”
The Morena-led coalition will
have a majority in both houses
of federal Congress, although it
will likely need to negotiate with
opposition parties in order to pass
constitutional reforms that require
two-thirds support.
The Considerations document,
which serves to set priorities for
the government’s legislative agenda
and instruct Congress, proposes
12 “possible reforms to the legal
framework” that López Obrador read
out at yesterday’s press conference.
They are:
- Changing article 127 of the
constitution,
which
currently
stipulates that no public official
can earn a higher salary than the
president.
- Establishing a federal Secretariat
of Public Security.

- Eliminating political immunity
known as the fuero and other
privileges currently afforded to
government officials.
- Including corruption, petroleum
theft and electoral fraud on the list
of serious crimes for which there is
no right to bail.
- Transferring responsibility for
preparing the federal budget to the
Secretariat of Finance.
- Incorporating the Estado Mayor
Presidencial — the institution
charged with protecting the president
of Mexico — into the Secretariat of
Defense.
- Overturning the recent decree
which privatizes water.
- Modifying or repealing the 2013
educational reform.
- Establishing the right to free,
public education at all school
levels in article 3 of the constitution.
- Establishing a legally-binding
consultation mechanism that enables
the presidential term to be revoked.
- Reviewing the need to increase
the minimum salary in the northern
border region.
- Carrying out the changes to laws,
regulations, decrees and agreements
to adjust the administrative structure
of the government in accordance
with the federal austerity plan.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com
from El Universal, Milenio)
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Joe Harrington

Journalistic Ethics & Helsinki
MOVIES: So much has
happened on the world stage this
past week that I need the entire
column to address certain issues.
So I go directly to the & Madness
section with the recommendation
that if you choose a movie choose
a comedy – what with the real life
events you will need a moment of
restoring yourself..
& MADNESS: Once again
this past week President Donald
Trump has stated that the media is
the enemy of the American people.
Don’t know how many people
have heard of the Society of
Professional Journalists (SPJ). This
organization believes that public

enlightenment is the forerunner
of justice and the foundation
of democracy. The duty of the
journalist is to further those ends
by seeking truth and providing a
fair and comprehensive account of
events and issues. Conscientious
journalists from all media and
specialties strive to serve the
public with thoroughness and
honesty. Professional integrity is
the cornerstone of a journalist’s
credibility.
Definition
of
the
word
Ethics:
“moral principles that
govern a person’s behavior.”
What follows is the code for
ethical journalism.

● Take responsibility for the
accuracy of their work. Verify
information before releasing it.
Use original sources whenever
possible.
● Remember that neither speed
nor format excuses inaccuracy.
● Provide context. Take
special care not to misrepresent
or oversimplify in promoting,
previewing or summarizing a story.
● Gather, update and correct
information throughout the life of
a news story.
● Be cautious when making
promises, but keep the promises
they make.
● Identify sources clearly. The
public is entitled to as much
information as possible to judge
the reliability and motivations of
sources.
● Consider sources’ motives
before promising anonymity.
Reserve anonymity for sources
who may face danger, retribution or
other harm, and have information
that cannot be obtained elsewhere.
Explain why anonymity was
granted.
● Diligently seek subjects of
news coverage to allow them to
respond to criticism or allegations
of wrongdoing.
● Avoid undercover or other
surreptitious methods of gathering
information unless traditional, open
methods will not yield information
vital to the public.
● Be vigilant and courageous
about holding those with power
accountable. Give voice to the
voiceless.

● Support the open and civil
exchange of views, even views
they find repugnant.
● Recognize a special obligation
to serve as watchdogs over public
affairs and government. Seek to
ensure that the public’s business
is conducted in the open, and that
public records are open to all.
● Provide access to source
material when it is relevant and
appropriate.
● Boldly tell the story of the
diversity and magnitude of the
human experience. Seek sources
whose voices we seldom hear.
● Avoid stereotyping. Journalists
should examine the ways their
values and experiences may shape
their reporting.
●
Label
advocacy
and
commentary.
● Never deliberately distort
facts or context, including visual
information.
Clearly
label
illustrations and re-enactments.
● Never plagiarize. Always attribute.
My favorite of those listed above
is: Be vigilant and courageous
about holding those with power
accountable. Give voice to the
voiceless. Which is exactly what I
try to do each week. And calling me
an enemy of the American people
for exercising my First Amendment
rights is not only ridiculous, it is
deeply offensive to me and any
other legitimate journalist.
Time to repeat the definition of
the word Ethics: “Moral principles
that govern a person’s behavior.”
Lying is not a moral principle.
Continued on next page...
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The PEW Report has tracked
more than 3,400 lies made by
POTUS since taking his oath
of office. These do not count
hyperbole like the president
stating his inauguration was the
largest ever, rather lies like the
one last week when he said he had
bumped the members of NATO’s
fiscal obligation regarding mutual
defense from 2% to 4%. That was
a lie. The members have, from the
agreement made in 2014, until 2024
to get their participation up to 2%
of the GNP. That has not changed.
I understand that the president
is unhappy with the way many
reporters cover the news, but
stating that something is fake
news does not make it fake news.
I watch MSNBC and FOX and
CNN. Trump continually attacks
CNN yet it is the one outlet that
almost always has commentary
from folks on both sides of an
issue. You hear from liberals, but
also conservatives, Republicans,
but
also
Democrats,
even
Independents - which is how any
debatable topic should be handled.
Hearing from only one side is
lying by omission.
Trump has stated over and over
that the Mueller investigation is a
“witch hunt.” Those 12 Russian
military persons just indicted for
tampering with our last national
election is not fake news. But
neither are those charges an
indictment of collusion against the
president. It is simply a matter of
fact that those 12 were indicted
for election tampering. We have
to wait to see where this will lead.
We don’t have to wait to see the
reaction to Trump’s summit with
Putin. Pretty universal reaction,
even from some senior members
of the Republican Party.
I only present one man’s reaction
to show that John McCain may
have a brain tumor but it has not
invaded his ability to articulate.
He released the following statement
on President Trump’s meeting and

press conference with Vladimir
Putin in Helsinki:
“Today’s press conference in
Helsinki was one of the most
disgraceful performances by an
American president in memory.
The damage inflicted by President
Trump’s naiveté, egotism, false
equivalence, and sympathy for
autocrats is difficult to calculate.
But it is clear that the summit in
Helsinki was a tragic mistake.
“President Trump proved not
only unable, but unwilling to stand
up to Putin. He and Putin seemed
to be speaking from the same script
as the president made a conscious
choice to defend a tyrant against
the fair questions of a free press,
and to grant Putin an uncontested
platform to spew propaganda and
lies to the world.
“It is tempting to describe the
press conference as a pathetic
rout – as an illustration of the
perils of under-preparation and
inexperience.
But these were
not the errant tweets of a novice
politician. These were the deliberate
choices of a president who seems
determined to realize his delusions
of a warm relationship with Putin’s
regime without any regard for the
true nature of his rule, his violent

disregard for the sovereignty of his
neighbors, his complicity in the
slaughter of the Syrian people, his
violation of international treaties,
and his assault on democratic
institutions throughout the world.
“Coming close on the heels of
President Trump’s bombastic and
erratic conduct towards our closest
friends and allies in Brussels and
Britain, today’s press conference
marks a recent low point in the
history of the American Presidency.
That the president was attended in
Helsinki by a team of competent
and patriotic advisors makes his
blunders and capitulations all the
more painful and inexplicable.
“No prior president has ever
abased himself more abjectly before
a tyrant. Not only did President
Trump fail to speak the truth about an
adversary; but speaking for America
to the world, our president failed to
defend all that makes us who we are
- a republic of free people dedicated
to the cause of liberty at home and
abroad. American presidents must
be the champions of that cause if it
is to succeed. Americans are waiting
and hoping for President Trump to
embrace that sacred responsibility.
One can only hope they are not
waiting totally in vain.”

SHOWS THIS WEEK
Fri July 20

The Joan Houston Show - 5 pm
Luis Villanueva 7:30 pm
Pop/Latin classics
Lady Zen “The Best of K.D. Lang”: 8 pm

Sat July 21

Loteria - 4 pm
Ballet Folklorico - 7 pm
“Que no culpa a nadie de mi muerte”
in Spanish - 8:30 pm

Sun July 22

Yuvia Niebla - 5 pm
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/popSalsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Cheko Ruiz “Gypsy Kings” - 8 pm

Tue July 24

Tongo Latin/Cuban 5 pm
Santiago Martin
Latin / Flamenco 7 p.m.
Dinner & Movie w/ Paco Ojeda 7 pm

Wed July 25

Joby Hernandez 5 pm
Pop/rock favorites
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/pop
Salsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Greater Tuna (comedy) 8 pm
w/ Tracy Parks & Ron Spencer

Thu July 26

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary film director. He can be reached
with suggestions or criticisms at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com. Artwork by Bob Crabb.

‘Protest! - Songs of the Vietnam War Era’
. 4 pm w/ Paco Ojeda
Zoe Wood & Eduardo Leon - 5 pm
Nuevo flamenco / Latin
Open Mic - 7:30 pm
Hannah Brady - 8 pm

Sat July 28

Ballet Folklorico - 7 pm
Checko Ruiz & Alex Gonzalez - 7:30 pm
“Que no culpa a nadie de mi muerte”
in Spanish - FINAL PERF: 8:30 pm

Open 9 am to midnight Tues to Sun.
Casual dining:9 am to 11 pm
Happy Hour - 2-6 pm
The Zen Hour - 4-5 pm
Happy Hour - 10 pm to closing
No cover in the piano bar.
109 Insurgentes - Romantic Zone
223-9756 Tickets, info & Calendar: www.incantovallarta.com
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Danny Mininni
Danny Mininni and Elizabeth
Wiggins are proud to announce
the formation of a new partnership
with Act II’s extremely talented
Musical and Artistic Director,
Alfonso Lopez!
Act II has always prided itself
in recognizing talent. Alfonso has
worked very hard for the past four
years and has produced and directed
many of the extremely successful
Act II productions during his tenure,
including Avenue Q, Rocky Horror
Show, Some Enchanted Evening,
the Voice of Vallarta, Motown and

Alfonso Lopez

Elizabeth Wiggins
Beyond, Tina Turner, and many more!
Act II is very proud to have Alfonso
on its team and is THRILLED to
make him a permanent part of the
organization!
Congratulations,
Alfonso! This year, be sure to check
out more of the amazing shows
that Alfonso will be directing and
co-producing including Little Shop
Of Horrors, Nunsense A-Men,
Cinderella, The Gershwin Revue,
The Great American Trailer Park
Musical, The Whitney Houston
Show, Twist And Shout, Selena and
More Motown and Beyond.

Oscar A. Cisneros

Danny and Elizabeth have always
believed in sharing the profit, as
well as rewarding hard work. “It
takes a village, after all, and we
have not done this alone,” says
Mininni, Act II’s Managing Partner.  
Another very exciting permanent
addition to this partnership will
be Operations Manager, Oscar A
Cisneros. Oscar has always been
considered a “partner” at Act II, but
now he will be added, officially, to
the company.

Oscar has been by Danny’s
side since construction of the
entertainment complex, five years
ago. Although this was not his
original intention, it has become
very apparent that Oscar has become
an integral part of all operations of
Act II, and we are so very happy
to make him an official part of the
company. Congratulations to both
Alfonso and Oscar!
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30 SEASON PASSES NOW
AVAILABLE!
Due to popular request, Act
II’s SEASON PASS is now
available to the general public!
Sales are limited to the first
30 people that respond.
Act II’s Season Pass includes:
1. A 46% savings on all
OPENING NIGHT SHOWS of
the 35 scheduled shows for the
Red Room and the Main Stage
during the 2018-2019 season.
2. VIP Seating. Each
season pass holder will be
seated first at ALL 2018-2019
SHOWS in the “preferred”
section (first 3 rows in the Red
Room and first 7 rows in the
Main Stage).
3. Invitation to all OPENING
NIGHT PARTIES!
4. 50% discount on all
additional Main Stage shows
that you attend!
5.
Additional Special
Discounts & perks (to be
announced later).
The Season Pass has become
very popular among seasoned
patrons of Act II. Season pass
holders are treated as VIP’s
at Act II, and even have their
own private Facebook page,
receiving advance notice of new
shows and other developments
within Act II. Now is your
chance to become part of the
“Act II Family.”
DON’T
DELAY!
If you want a
season pass, please contact
DannyMininni@yahoo.com
before they are all gone!

Wednesday, July 25 - 7:30 p.m.
US
TWO
NEW
VOICES...
OLD
BEATS
JOIN US for the closing night
of Puerto Vallarta’s #1 BAND,
UsTwo, starring Daniel Celis and
Noemi Plascencia (and their LIVE
BAND)! This amazing musical
group is FABULOUS! They perform
music from Billy Joel, Journey, Air
Supply, The Mamas and the Papas,
The Beatles, ABBA, and much, much
more, and they are well-known
for putting their own “spin” on it!
Us Two will return to Act II in
November with their very popular
CLASSIC show, as well as a
BRAND-NEW ABBA show! Don’t
miss the chance to see this fabulous
group one more time before they
take a well-deserved break for the
summer! Join us on Wednesday,
July 25 - 7:30 p.m.! Shows sell
out - get your tickets now at www.
act2pv.com!
Here’s What People Are Saying:
All rated 5 Stars on TripAdvisor
“Us Two is one of the standout
shows of the season. Daniel and
Noemi are talented singers and
their chemistry onstage is very
entertaining. The packed audience
on Monday evening was clearly
enjoying every song and stood up
at the end of the show with shouts
for “one more”! Sadly there was no
time for another show was following
theirs. I highly recommend this
classic-oldies show to everyone.” Ed G, Puerto Vallarta

“Just returned home from spending
two hours watching Daniel, Noemi
and their excellent band. They are
all superb professional musicians.
The quality of their music and their
entertainment and rapport with the
audience were excellent. Many
thanks to both of them!” - John
W, Puerto Vallarta
“UsTwo” Daniel and Noemi –
WOW! If you want to get energized,
laugh, cry, and feel music go deep
into your nostalgic memories,
then go see “UsTwo” Daniel and
Noemi! [They] have an incredible
blend of harmony, and add the other
fantastic musicians in this group,
and the result is awesome. This
is one experience that you won’t
forget. This will be the frosting on
the cake for your beautiful Puerto
Vallarta vacation.” - Harvm

Wednesdays
Happy Hour - 6 p.m.,
Karaoke - 8 p.m. (Encore Lounge)
Bob’s Karaoke Party at Act II has
become one of the most popular,
most welcoming and most FUN
karaoke parties in the Bay! Happy
Hour Drink Specials are offered
from 6 to 8 p.m. and free karaoke
begins at 8 p.m.! Our beautiful
Encore Lounge has a fully-stocked,
air-conditioned bar, and we
feature the BEST KARAOKE in
town! It’s the place where many of
your favorite singers/actors from
your favorite shows pop in to sing
with the locals!

It doesn’t matter if you are by
yourself or are afraid to get up on
the stage. You are totally welcome
to just drop in and listen to lots
of other people sing while you
relax in the friendly, welcoming
atmosphere!    Bob’s Karaoke is
one of the best places to make new
friends! Join your hosts, Marsha
Ward Ross & Danny Mininni, on
Wednesday nights for a totally fun
and COOL evening!

ABOUT THE VENUE
Act II Stages of Puerto Vallarta
engages, inspires, entertains and
challenges audiences with theatrical
productions that range from the classics
to new works. We train and support
the next generation of theater artists,
we provide arts education programs
that promote lifelong learning to a
diverse community, and we celebrate
the essential power of the theater to
illuminate our common humanity.
For more information, please contact
Melissa Tropp, Director of Marketing at
Act II, at melissatropp(at)gmail.com
Tickets to all shows can be
purchased online at act2pv.com,
at the box office, which opens at 4
p.m. on show days, or at the 2nd Box
Office location, across the street
from Garbo’s on Pulpito Street in the
Romantic Zone.
The Act II Entertainment Stages
complex is located upstairs on the
corner of Insurgentes and Basilio
Badillo on the South side of Puerto
Vallarta. For more information, call
222-1512, or follow Act II on Facebook.
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Krystal Frost

Food Addict?
Here we are in the Great Northwest
caretaking my mother. She thinks
she is on a healthy diet (most people
do). However, we noticed some
behavior that reminded me of sugar
addiction. After that sweet she
must have after every meal, even
breakfast, she would fall asleep. Oh,
¨normal¨, one thinks, after all she is
90. But NO, when we discouraged
the morning white sugar dose she
would stay focused and alert. No
spike or drop in her sugar levels.
We also noticed mom grabs that
salt grinder and pumps out an over
dose of salt on everything, before

tasting. Mom is a lightweight when
it comes to the subject. However,
food addition is real.
Certain flavors and foods provide
gratification factor through tastes,
smells, textures, etc. However,
for many individuals, food can
become as addictive as drugs are
to a substance abuser. Foods rich
in fat, sugar, and/or salt trigger
chemical reactions in the brain
that induce feelings of pleasure
and satisfaction. This reaction has
been explained as comparable to an
addict’s response to their substance
of choice, as it activates the same
brain reward center.
(I need
chocolate cake and coffee.)
I have to mention here that
the corporate food giants are
aware of these facts and one can
only imagine how they use the
information to get the ¨consumer¨
to buy MORE and often. Ya
know, like the tabacco industry.
These actions support the Medical,
Chemical and Pharmaceutical
giants as the ¨consumer¨ supports
all three… HEY; maybe these are
all the same guys???
Scary…
Food addicts become dependent
upon the “good” feelings that are
obtained from consuming certain
foods, which often perpetuates a
continued need to eat, even when
not hungry.
These behaviors
generate a vicious cycle. As the
food addict continues to consume
foods that induce pleasurable
feelings, they often overindulge
and eat beyond what is required for
optimum nutrition.
Various factors can influence an
individual to use food as a coping
mechanism to relieve emotions
that may have resulted.

And,(they say), there are social
implications that may be involved
with food addiction, such as
disturbances in family function,
pressure from peers or society,
social isolation, child abuse, lack
of social support, and stress.
I believe it’s much simpler. Our
first sampling of sugar and fats
come from our mothers’ milk.
Sweetness is comfort and fats
are nurturing. Clearly in our high
pressure world we could use some
comfort and nurturing. A little
sweet once in a while won’t hurt
you. However, self-observance is
prudent.
Signs and Symptoms
The following are some
symptoms of food addiction:
- Gorging.
- Eating in secret.
- Decreased efficiency and focus
on the job.
- Buying certain foods for
bingeing purposes.
- Decreased energy, chronic
fatigue.
Difficulty
concentrating,
insomnia or oversleeping
Restlessness,
irritability,
headaches.
- Digestive disorders
Take a look at the results of
cravings for the 3 staples of North
American food. SUGAR, in any
form, SALT, in many of its forms,
and FATS... with the exception of
long chain fats and oils. You will
notice these only to familiar.

- Heart disease, diabetes
- Digestive problems.
- Malnutrition, obesity
- Chronic fatigue, Chronic pain
- Sleep disorders, reduced sex
drive.
- Headaches, lethargy.
- Arthritis, osteoporosis.
- Stroke.
- Kidney/Liver Disease.
- Osteoporosis.
- Low self-esteem, depression,
anxiety.
- Panic attacks.
- Feeling sad, hopeless, or in
despair.
- Increased irritability, especially
when one needs a sugar fix.
The bottom line is that food
addiction is real - it’s been
acknowledged by world-class
scientists - and we need to start
taking it seriously. And, more
important, we have the ability to
reverse the damage and reclaim
our healthy, natural relationship
with food by eliminating processed
sugars, using low glycemic
sweeteners, long chain natural fats
and low sodium salts.
More on that later… have to get
my coffee.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Sometimes medications
are necessary
Giselle Bellanger

Over the years, I have heard
people in recovery say, “they are just
replacing one drug with another”,
or “trading one dependency for
another”, or “they must learn
to be sober without taking any
other drugs.” This is not always
true. Sometimes medications are
necessary.
Myth
We are very aware that there are
still people (especially in recovery
circles) who believe that once
someone becomes clean and sober,
they should not take any other
medications especially for the
treatment of psychiatric symptoms.
They believe that if someone
chooses to take medications for
depression, anxiety, or to treat and
manage alcohol/drug cravings,
they are not clean and will end-up
depending on / becoming addicted
to these medications. Nothing could
be further from the truth. In fact,
anti-depressants, anti-anxiety, and
medications for cravings are not
addictive and are very necessary to
treat the chemical imbalances in the
brain.
Of course, there are some
medications that should generally
not be prescribed to people
with
addiction,
particularly
benzodiazapines (i.e.: Valium, other
tranquilizers) and narcotic pain
killers because they are so addictive.
Prescribing pain killers (analgesics)
to a person with addiction/chemical
dependency is very delicate. The
doctor should be made aware of
the addiction and should cautiously
prescribe a limited dose for a
short period of time (i.e.: recovery
from surgery). Treating people
with chronic pain is even more
complicated and challenging.

RN, LCSW

Mental Health Disorders/
Mental Illness/ Dual Diagnosis
Approximately 50% of people
diagnosed with mental illness
(depression,
anxiety,
bi-polar,
schizophrenia, psychosis) are also
afflicted with addiction. This is
referred to as “dual diagnosis.” If
these disorders go untreated the person
suffers miserably with sometimes
overwhelming and incapacitating
symptoms (depending on which
disorder) such as auditory or visual
hallucinations, chronic insomnia
(results in exhaustion), extreme
paranoia; may believe someone is
following them or wants to hurt them,
in psychosis they may be out of touch
with reality or may believe they are
someone else. Depression can render
someone incapacitated or suicidal,
leading to death.
Bi-Polar Disorder is when
someone fluctuates or cycles
between depression and mania. In
mania, they have extreme energy,
may only sleep 3-4 hours a night,
may behave in extreme ways such as
excessive spending, extreme sexual
promiscuity, working crazed long
hours without taking time to eat.
Many people are very productive
and enjoy their manic periods
and are therefore resistant to take
medications to bring them out of it.
However, they are usually reckless
and spiraling out of control, doing a
lot of damage along the way, ending
up with extreme consequences;
major debt, sexually transmitted
diseases, lost relationships, lost
jobs. Eventually, they end up very
depressed, sometimes unable to
get out of bed for days or weeks,
they may stop eating, lose weight,
disconnect from everyone, become
incapacitated; unable to work/
function, unable to take care of

their kids, and they lose interest and
motivation. If it goes untreated they
could end-up feeling suicidal and
actually attempt or succeed at taking
their own life. Do you feel tired and
overwhelmed just reading this?
Imagine living with it! Believe me, it
is difficult enough to live with when
they are taking medications, let
alone when they are not. Now add
this to also having an addiction and
battling with sobriety and recovery!!
Which came first, the addiction
or the mental illness?
It is of course very important to
distinguish between drug induced
depression or psychosis for example.
There are many symptoms caused
either by intoxication or withdrawal
which mimic mental health disorders.
Once the person is sober, it can take
several months or longer to determine
which came first, the depression/
hallucinations/ anxiety or the drug
addiction. However, in the meantime
the symptoms usually need to be
treated in order for the person to get
better (or at least improve) and stay
clean/sober long enough to make an
accurate diagnosis.
Addiction / Chemical Cravings
Chemical imbalance can result

from alcohol and drug use, but
the problem is very real and
more common than you might
imagine. Unfortunately, it often
goes undiagnosed and many addicts
struggle to fight their addiction
without realizing there is a chemical
brain imbalance making things
worse, sabotaging their efforts. There
is nothing more frustrating than to
see someone trying to make it, to
keep their head above water, to keep
from drowning, and despite their
best efforts find themselves relapsing
over and over again. Thank goodness
science has made some strides
forward in this area and come out with
medications to help treat the actual
imbalance versus the symptoms.
They need and deserve a
12-step support program
The need for them to be able to
safely attend AA/NA without being
judged or ridiculed is imperative.
Empathic
understanding
and
acceptance while they are struggling
with much more complicated issues
and attempting to get better and turn
their life around, is essential to their
recovery.
It’s not just a matter of will power
or self-control.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552
or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Harriet Murray

Handling seller real estate objections
The following are various responses to how some agents handle
objections from sellers:
A. Commissions:
1.
Mr. Seller, did you ask the agent before me to cut her
commission, or did she offer? How long did it take to get to this
subject in your discussion?
If she will give her commission away that quickly, how quickly
will she give away your money to a buyer for the price of your
home?
Do you want that same person negotiating your money when she
gave hers away so quickly?
I can’t give my commission away, and I do not want to give your
house away, either.
My job is to get the house sold and come to settlement with you.
Then I’ve done my job. My commission is due.
2.
If I do a good job of marketing and find you the buyer, why
would you wish to lower the commission? Would you rather have
me show another house versus showing and selling yours? The
buyer side is a full job as well as taking care of your side. You are
asking me to make less for finding your buyer than you will pay an
outside agent?
3.
Do you have mutual funds or stocks? How do you purchase
them? Was your purchase based on what the commission would be
or the yield to you? Look at the yield. You get what you pay for.
4.
I can’t take less commission. If you put $6. US on the
table: $3 goes to the other company, $1 goes to our broker, and $1
goes to marketing. The last $1 pays me.

B. Seller telling agent on the presentation to list, that he is
considering giving the listing to a friend who is a new or inactive
agent:
1.
I can appreciate your request. If I could show you that
I would be the best person for you to hire to market your home,
would you hire me this evening? What is it that you are looking
for in other agents which you think I might not have?
2.
When we get into this, your life and personal finances and
your bottom line, all your problems are going to be laid out on the
table. Do you want to share this with your friend? When you are
irritated or mad, would you rather be yelling at your friend or at
me?
C. For Sale by Owner:
1.
I understand some sellers want to try For Sale by Owner.
The biggest reason that owners sell FSBO is to try to save the
commission. A buyer will still come in with a lower offer.
The challenge is not to write up the sale. The challenge is to
find a buyer who will pay your price. Chances are it will not cost
you to use my services. Instead, you will actually net more money
than if you do it yourself.
Wouldn’t you rather have me handle all the work of the sale and
use my network of buyer agents?
D.
Buyer Agency Agreement:
1.
I can understand your reluctance to sign an exclusive
contract, but not having your own advocate, can be a disservice
to you. I can only represent you if you sign: otherwise, I will be
representing the buyer. Who will be your advocate and promote
the property to encourage other agents to bring their buyers?
E.
Presenting Low Offer from Buyer:
1.
Let us avoid going back to the buyer with an ego move
which says I am not going to negotiate at all; I won’t talk to you.
This would be like cutting the line before we get the fish close
enough to see the bait.
2.
I suggest we approach the offer by agreeing to all the
little things we can. We can accept the closing date and personal
property inventory.
3.
Then we will counter price with the smallest possible
dollar amount and see what happens.
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and
my personal experiences. I recommend that each potential buyer
or seller of real estate conduct his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com www.casasandvillas.com
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Marlin, Sailfish and Dorado,
these fishing conditions frustrate
Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

It’s been a real head scratcher out
there. We have fish, but they’re
spread out thin. Outside of the
bay are perfect fishing conditions,
yet it’s thin. Bait is not an issue,
everything is perfect - if you’re a
fish. But of course, when you’re a
fish logic doesn’t quite work like
fishermen’s desires logic. What
does that mean? Well, what would
make sense to a fisherman, doesn’t
quite work for them. So for now
the fishing is good, but we have to
put in a few “caveats” which brings
me to the rest of the article.
First, water temperatures at
the deep water fishing grounds
of Corbeteña and El Banco are a
perfect 85 degrees with blue water.
Bait is super abundant so no issues
there. So what’s happening? Early
season is what it’s all about. We
can never really predict anything
that’s going to happen, we can
analyze and hope for the best
and right now that’s what we’re
doing. For now Corbeteña has
seen Sailfish to the north, how far
is the question. Blue and Black
Marlin from 200 to 600 lbs. are in
the area for the lucky. Yellowfin

Tuna for the most part are barely
over 30 lbs., if lucky. Anything can
happen at any minute so don’t be
discouraged, just remember fishing
is a “risk” sport. So if coming in
empty-handed after taking the risk
to catch your “bucket list fish” then
a 10- or 12-hour fishing trip may
not be right for you. For the guy
who wants to take a shot at fish
bigger than your car, then you’re
the guy I’m talking to here. People
are boating fish daily, but not all
the boats are catching fish so do a
gut check and act accordingly.
The area around the Marieta
Islands has once again this week
been less than exciting. Perfect
water conditions, plenty of bait and
yet we’re not seeing fish move into
the area. For now Jack Crevalle are
thinning out, but they’re still there.
Bonito to 25 lbs., Sierra Mackerels
at 15 lbs. but in thin numbers.
Reef fish naturally. With some
luck heading south to El Moro
there have been Sailfish sightings,
few being boated, it’s thin fishing.
Some Blue Marlin have been
caught six miles off the Punta Mita
Point. Also the buoys at Punta Mita

have seen some Dorado to 20 lbs.,
but be warned, most are around
ten pounds and should be thrown
back! Possible Sailfish and that’s
about it. There are massive bait
balls with Blue runners, Sardines,
Bullet Bonito, Goggle Eyes and
the long list goes on. When we see
perfect fishing conditions yet no
fish, this normally doesn’t last for
long. Stay tuned.
Inside the bay with the seasonal
rains we’ve had some shallow dirty
water conditions, which of course
means we have the trash line.
Around Sayulita there have been
some Sailfish boated and there
have been Dorado at 20 lbs. Not
many, just a few, lots of babies, but
again, fishing is thin and spread
out. Of course you’ve got the same
happening at Los Arcos as well with
the possibility of smaller Football
Tuna. The trash line has helped
bring smaller fish feeding off the
“trash” of twigs, seeds, leaves etc.
That’s one reason we have better
number of Sailfish in the bay. Jack
Crevalle are still around at 35
lbs., but they are a winter species
so they’re “thinning out” as well.
Bonito of course from 15 to 30 lbs.,
Skip Jack Tuna, Sierra Mackerel
are thin as well but there. A bit of
good news: there are Snook around
the shoreline and in areas of “Agua
Dulce” or sweet water a.k.a. fresh
river water. Some boats this week
had some issues getting fish to bite.
It’s a “Roller Coaster” all over,
patience is a virtue.
Some of this is the bait
abundance, the other part is the late
bite. It was early last week, now it’s
late morning to mid-day. Leaving
too early, even on an 8-hour trip
will find several hours of wasted
trolling. So save your fishing time
for when your chances of catching
something are best. Now to bait
again, which bait to use? For now
it’s a moving target. Everyone is
going through their “bag of tricks”
aka lures, looking for the correct
color. The simple fact is many times

dead bait works better than live
bait when bait is super abundant.
I could be wrong, just ask my exwife. To be upfront, many of the
boats this week caught fish coming
back into the bay! So you just have
to try everything. Lures I’d start
with Dorado colors like Iguanas.
With six-inch Sardines I’d also run
a silver diamond jig as well. After
that it’s a process of elimination.
It’s a short report this week, but
don’t be discouraged. First the
bait, perfect conditions then “they”
come. It happens like this every
year, so be patient things will get to
summer levels soon.
Master Baiter’s now has two
locations, one in Marina Vallarta
and the other on the Malecon, next
to Sr. Frog’s under Murphy’s Bar.
We can save you some money on
tours and are willing to always
answer any questions you may
have. But you’ll have to buy your
timeshare somewhere else!
Remember: at Master Baiter’s,
“We won’t Jerk you around!”
Until next week, don’t forget to
kiss Your Fish!
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.
com.mx Local Phone at: (044)
322 779-7571 Facebook: http://
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / p a g e s /
Master-Baiters-SportfishingTackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ®
Sportfishing and Tackle is protected
under trade mark law and is the sole
property of Stan Gabruk.
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

17
Sunday Church Services

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
Solution to crossword on page 21

Solution to Sudoku on page 21

(See location number on Central Map)

Airline Directory
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Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
22,600+ friends
PV AnimalAc
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels
assists the Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,000+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,300+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,300+ followers
www.paraisofelino.com
Match Dog Com Puerto
Vallarta
2,000+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay and Neuter
Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
8,300+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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Music in 2018... Part 2
Last week we covered how
the music we enjoy evolved
from vinyl records, to 8-tracks,
cassettes and CDs. Well today,
while you still can buy CDs in
stores, it’s becoming harder to
find electronic devices to play
those CDs. Even most new
laptops do not have a CD/DVD
drive anymore.
Most music today comes from
online sources, either through
“sharing”, online legal purchases,
or through the multitude of online
streaming services out there now.
Even the pioneering iTunes Store
is selling less and less actual
individual songs and albums,
year after year. In 2018, actually
owning music is not a priority
anymore it seems.
Before iTunes Store music,
most of the online digital music
market consisted of downloads
through websites like Napster
and illegal downloads. Steve
Jobs saw the opportunity to open
a digital marketplace for music
with the rising popularity of
easily downloadable tracks. In
2002, Apple made an agreement
with the five major record labels
to offer their content through
iTunes.
The
iTunes
Store
was
introduced in April 2003 and
when it opened, it was the only
legal digital catalog of music to
offer songs from all five major
record labels and all songs were
a set price… usually 99 cents. At
first, it was only available on Mac

computers and the iPod, but was
expanded to Windows devices in
October 2003.
iTunes music store became a
hit overnight and passed global
CD sales in 2005. iTunes music
passed the 1 billion songs sold
mark, on February 23, 2006. To
celebrate this milestone, Apple’s
Steve Jobs called the customer
who was registered as the 1
billionth purchase. He got a call
from Steve Jobs, who delivered
the news, that the sixteen-year-old
was getting ten iPods, an iMac, a
$10,000 iTunes gift certificate,
and a scholarship established in
his name at the Julliard School of
Music.
iTunes music continued to be
the main legal way of getting
music online for years to come,
and passed the 35 billion mark
of songs sold on May 28, 2014.
iTunes Store was reported to have
had a 64% share of the online
music market and a 29% share of
all music sales worldwide, at that
time.
iTunes was Apple’s single
location for much of what
became a fast growing services
revenue stream. Quickly, the
iTunes Store become the one
stop shop for Music, TV shows,
movies, internet radio, and a few
years, was where we could buy
apps for iPhone and iPad until
a separate App Store was rolled
out. It’s hard to fix something
that is bringing in tens of billions
of dollars in revenue and hefty

profits for Apple, even if the
name no longer fits what the store
really offers.
In 2015, Apple Music was rolled
out to slowly replace iTunes.
Apple Music launched on June
30, 2015, in 100 countries. New
users receive a three-month free
trial subscription, which changed
to a monthly fee of $9.99/mo
($99.99 US annual discount)
after three months. A family
plan allows six users to share a
subscription at a reduced rate of
$14.99. Apple originally sought
to enter the market at a lower
price point for the service, but the
music industry rejected the plan.
By May of 2018, Apple has
now passed the 50 million mark
of monthly paid subscribers
and along with Spotify, are the
two main players in the online
music streaming market. Both
have almost the same pricing
structure, and their catalogues
are very similar. Newly released
music tends to come out on one
or the other exclusively for a
short period of time and then is
widely available on all streaming
services.
There’s no real reason to bash
one service over the other as most
of the top 5 music streaming
services, now seem to all have a
stable platform to deliver music
to their subscribers.

It’s down to a personal preference
by the consumer. If you’re an
Apple fan, you’ll probably go with
Apple Music for your paid music
streaming service. If you’re not
an Apple fan, then Spotify, Google
Music, or even Amazon Music
may be your paid streaming music
of choice - all are equally good
really.
Of course there is a ton of free
online music streaming services
out there as well, for those that
don’t want to spend $9.99/mo
on music. I personally like Vevo
for quality videos and music
streaming. It’s easy to use and
the occasional ad pushed out
to users, is a small price to pay
for the free service, and it gives
decent quality.
That’s all my time for now.
If you’d like to download this
article or previous ones, you can
do so at www.RonnieBravo.com
and click on “articles”. See you
again next week... until then,
remember: only safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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Tommy Clarkson

Gardenia jasminoides
Family: Rubiaceae
Also known as: Common
Gardenia, Cape Gardenia, Cape
Jasminem or Cape Jessamine
For some, the scent – some say,
intoxicating fragrance - of this
beauty is the very essence of all
that consists “the smell of the
tropics”!
The reasonably large-sized
genus of Gardenia consists of
somewhere around two hundred
and fifty species of Asian and
African, tropical and sub-tropical,
trees and shrubs. For those already
familiar with the Gardenia, Robert
Lee Riffle’s comment in his book,
The Tropical Look, is somewhat
a mere statement of the obvious,

“Some of the most beautiful
plants in the world are included
here. Rare is it that a group like
this has so many representatives
that are beautiful both in leaf and
flower.”
The Gardenia jasminoides
is an evergreen, dark-leaved,
medium-sized shrub – five to six
feet (1.52-1.83 meters), both tall
and wide - with strongly scented,
broadly funnel-shaped flowers.
It originated in eastern China,
Taiwan and the southern Japanese
islands and is, quite probably, the
most widely planted species of
this genus – with good reason!
It has long, glossy, dark-green
elliptic leaves of three to five
inches (7.52-12.70 cm). With
its – usually double – pure white,
two to three inches (5.08-7.62 cm)
in diameter, flowers, it is a great

The genus of Gardenia consists of somewhere
around two hundred and fifty species.

It’s rare to find a genus with so many species
that are beautiful both in leaf and flower.
addition to one’s outdoor plants.
In temperate climates, they are
often used as houseplants.
The beauties require full sun
– more filtered if in the hotter
environs. To grow its best, it likes
sandy yet fertile, humus-rich, welldraining soil. It most definitely
needs to be watered regularly and
does not like its roots disturbed.
The Missouri Botanical Garden
advises, “Place [them] in light to
moderate shade, preferably with
minimum competition from tree
roots [as] Gardenias resent root
disturbance. Use fertilizer [with]

use iron compounds. Add plenty
of organic matter, such as compost
or ground bark to as large an area
as possible. Mulch plants instead
of cultivating . . . Prune shrubs
after they have finished flowering
to remove straggly branches and
faded flowers.”
Ellen Zachos, in her book
Tempting Tropicals, states, the
Gardenias have “a reputation
for bud blast, which is usually
the result of inadequate light
and humidity. Make sure your
plant gets enough of both, as
Continued on next page...

(See location number on Central Map)
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well as nighttime temperatures
of approximately 70°F (24°C).”
That temperature issue is probably
the foremost key to attaining
successful Gardenia blooming!
Beyond that, keep a watchful
eye out, as they are sometimes
plagued by mealy bugs, aphids,
nematodes, spider mites, scale,
white flies and other pesky insects.
Should you notice the loss of buds
or black leaf tips, these are usually
due to changes in temperature or
incorrect amounts of water.
Now all those warnings about
temperature and sunlight aside,
I noted the following post, from
Plantladylin, on the National
Gardening Association’s Plants
Database
site:
“Gardenia
jasminoides is a common and
popular shrub here in the south,
and the fragrant blooms are a
favorite of many. I have two
Gardenia shrubs in my yard that
I planted 30+ years ago. They’ve
been pretty much neglected when
it comes to fertilization and
pruning as I rarely do either and
they are both about six feet high
and wide. I’ve read that Gardenia
requires a location of mostly
shade with dappled sunlight, yet
one of mine grows in full sun, the
other in full shade, and they both
thrive, blooming during May and
June each year.”
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botanist and zoologist, Alexander
Garden (who lived from 1730
to1791) and settled in Charleston,
South Carolina in 1752.
Let’s wrap this up with
something else the earlier
mentioned Ms. Zachos said,
“Nothing beats the fragrance of
a fresh gardenia flower. It’s a
complex scent and a beautiful
flower with heavy, silky, creamy
petals. This is a lush, sensuous
plant when in bloom, and even
without flowers the highly
glossy foliage is very attractive.”
(Interestingly, however, ours has
little smell.)

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html
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So, that having been noted,
take all of my earlier advice and
counsel for simply that!
Its uses are many: placed as
a background, incorporated as
a hedge, used as a foundation
plant and if cut are wonderful in
floral arrangements or leis. As
to cultivars and variant species,
suffice it to say that there are
several that are larger bloomed,

have bigger leaves and/or which
are single flower forms.
Interestingly, the Gardenia
has medicinal applications with
the entirety of the plant being
antispasmodic,
antiperiodic,
cathartic,
anthelmintic
and
external-antiseptic. And now, for
all my trivia buffs and trainees for
Jeopardy, this plant’s Genus name
honors the Scottish physician,

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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Across
1. Actor Damon
5. Great buy, slangily
10. Go yachting
14. Met solo
15. Inventor Nikola
16. Ides of March utterance
17. Timid creature
18. Big name in chips
19. "Hud" Oscar winner
20. Actor Ben with the gang?
23. ___-mo
25. Cornhusker State: Abbr.
26. Like good soil
27. Chops to bits
29. Best Actress winner
for "Million Dollar Baby"
31. Really enjoyed
32. Democratic honcho Howard
33. Roadside sign
36. Marathoner Frank
with candy?
40. Layer?
41. Richly adorn
42. Easy mark
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43. Nutty as a fruitcake
45. Motor City hoopster
46. Mel Ott, notably
48. Several eras
49. Unlock, poetically
50. Novelist Evan with a
small smooch?
54. Man Friday, e.g.

55. Publicist's concern
56. Workbook segment
59. Puts into play
60. "Our Gang" dog
61. Mower maker
62. Document content
63. Dorm annoyance
64. Cashless deal

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 17

Down
1. "Spy vs. Spy" magazine
2. "You ___ here"
3. Gets soused
4. Pucker-producing
5. Metro entrances
6. Potato sack wt., maybe
7. Renaissance family name
8. K.C. Royal, e.g.
9. Space cadet's place
10. Author/illustrator Maurice
11. First-stringers
12. Europe's "boot"
13. Quiet time
21. Like a stumblebum
22. ___ compos mentis
23. Not just a success
24. Like a ballerina
28. Despicable sort
29. Serta competitor
30. Harry Potter accessory
32. Icicle former
33. Become familiar with
34. Fabulous author

35. "Funny Girl"
composer Jule
37. Voyages in vain?
38. Place for a title
39. Used to be
43. Up-to-the-minute
44. White Monopoly bill
45. "I yam what I yam"
speaker
46. False front
47. Encyclopedia
volume
48. Landscaper's tool
50. ___ monde
51. "You said it!"
52. Defense grp.
53. Roster removals
57. Lyrical Gershwin
58. Blouse, e.g.
Solution to Crossword
on Page 17
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